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lnstructions to Candidates :

1 . Do not write anything on qllestion pap ttq

fl1ple distillation assembly.

f) Give the classification of with example.

S) Define heat

Solve any four.

and heat interchangers.

1 . Uo not wnte anytnrng on qllestron pap
2. Graph or diagram should be drawn w

paper or black HB pencil.
3. Students should note, no supplement
4. Draw well labelled diagram wherever
5. All questions are compulsory.
6. Both sections should be written in sa

SECT

Solve any five.

a) What is b,ound moisture and unbound

b) What is the use of filter aid in filtration

c) What is Fluidization. Give its applicatig

d) What is fluid flow, fluid statics anqth?l dynamics.

Max. Ma

101"

202_

y dryer.

and shell heater"

d to combat corrosion.

experiment with its application.

on, working and applications of drum dryer.

am distillation.
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Solve any one. 10

a) Define drying. Give mechanism of drying. Add a note on FBD.

b) Define distillation" Give its applications. Wri

SECTION -
Solve any five"

a) . Define evaporation. Give its applications"

b) Give the mechanism of size reduction.

c) What is extraction. Give its applications in p

d) Define coarse and flne powder as per l"P.

e) What is humidification and dehumidification

f) Give the principle of centrifugation.

S) Why ball mill is operated at moderate spee

Solve any four.

a) Write a short note on standard of sieves.

b) Write principle, construction, working applications of horizontal tube
evaporator"

c) Write a note on methods of

d) Add a detailed note on R

e) Write about pn with suitable diagram.

merits, demerits qf perforated basket centrifuge.

a) Define ization. What is Mier's theory. Add a note on Krystal crystallizer.

b) Defi reduction. What are the factors affecting size reduction. Add a note
energy mill.
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